
Address: Whessoe Technology Centre, Alderman Best Way, Darlington, 
DL1 4WB

Other names: Para-Sols

We share our data through our Rise Project Management System. Staff work on 
encrypted Macs internally and data is downloaded and saved on our internal hard drive 
that meets the most up to date GDPR regulation.

Physical Security

Computer & Emails

Our systems are set up to be accessed via a secure VPN, if required, to enable 
staff to work from home if needed. For example, during bad weather or a 
global pandemic!

Mac computers have in built encryption and firewalls.

All passwords and copies of key access codes are stored separately away from 
the office.

Emails are all set up under 2 Step Verification.

We work in secure, managed offices, with access restrictions in place.

All staff carry identification lanyards that facilitate entry to the building. 
Access by visitors is logged, controlled and restricted to appropriate areas.

A clear desk policy is in place.

The office is subject to 24 hour security and concierge services.

Data security

Para-Sols is registered for data protection. Our ICO registration details are as follows:

Registration Number: ZA076582

Data controller: Paraplanning Solutions Limited



The data clients provide is only handled by authorised individuals 
internally and staff have a contractual obligation to ensure that data is 
managed and dealt with in line with data confidentiality. 

Rise
The Rise system is encrypted with an SSL certificate to ensure complete safety and 
security of your client data.

Rise uses Amazon S3 for its data storage; it’s a fully secure cloud-based storage 
solution which meets GDPR requirements. You can read more on that here;

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/all-aws-services-gdpr-ready/

Document storage

Internal hard drive
As mentioned above, Para-Sols uses an internal hard drive for document storage. This 
ensures the data is stored locally and access to the server is strictly secure, in a locked 
room, for approved personnel only, and always with an additional person in attendance.

Additional queries

This document covers the information we are typically requested for, but if you have 
any other questions, please just contact jo@para-sols.co.uk.

Visme
Visme is the website that hosts our new interactive reports. It is an optional feature that 
advice firms, in their capacity as Para-Sols clients, can utilise.

For our interactive reports, we will upload a cover letter to Rise, which will include the 
link to the report. The link itself is secure as we will share it privately. You can only access 
it if you have the direct link and it will not be searchable via search engines. We can also 
password protect the link too if you would like.

There is also the feature of downloading the report as a HTML 5, again, securely and so 
not searchable via search engines, or as an editable PowerPoint. These can be kept on file 
as a permanent record for compliance.

Visme is a separate entity to Para-Sols and, as such, adheres to its own strict security 
policy, which is available on their website: https://www.visme.co/privacy/.
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